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Abstract—The software-deﬁned networks (SDN) is an emerging paradigm of the networking which became a enabler technology for many modern applications. Cloud computing is a prominent example in the list of such applications including policybased access control, network virtualization and others. Software
nature of the network management can provide ﬂexibility and
fast-paced innovations in the netwoking. The other side arise
from a complex nature of software, thus, an increasing need for a
means to assure its correctness and security. Despite of industrial
introduction in cloud environements and other settings there is
still a need for abstract models for SDN to tackle challenges in
many directions: behavioural models, security models etc. [3].
The security is a broad ﬁeld of study even if we limit our
attention to software-deﬁned networks security. Furthermore, we
bring the conﬁdentiality into our focus. This property asserts
that the secret data can not be inferred by an attacker or
unintentionally. This is a critical property for multi-tenant SDN
environements since the network management software must
ensure that no conﬁdential data of one tenant are leaked to other
tenants in spite of using the same physical infrastructure. We
deﬁne a notion of end-to-end security in context of softare-deﬁned
networks and propose a model which makes possible to reason
about conﬁdentiality and to check that conﬁdential information
ﬂows does not interfere with non-conﬁdential ones.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The traditional approach to the networking assumes that the
network is constructed using vendor-speciﬁc hardware which
is tightly coupled with a proprietary software implementing
distributed protocols. Protocols can provide various services
including topology discovery, routing, access control, quality
of service and other features. Network operators must install
these devices, conﬁgure them and set necessary settings for
every protocol they intend to use. This tight integration of
forwarding and control functionality within proprietary devices
restricts innovations and slows down introduction of new
network services to modern networks. Bringing open standards
and programmability to networks are key points of introduction
of software-deﬁned networks (SDN).
Software-deﬁned networks has drawed a lot of attention in
recent years and provide a rich set of concepts for centralized
management of modern networks. The main principles of
SDNs is to provide general principles of packet forwarding
level of networks and to decouple control software from
forwarding devices. This makes possible to bring innovations
to networks without changing the underlying hardware just relying on well-deﬁned standard collection of packet-processing
functions which are formed the body of the OpenFlow standard [8]. The SDN controller platform provides the centralized

management and orchestration of the whole network inspecting
network packets and installing forwarding rules to OpenFlow
switches under management.
However, open standards does not solve security problems which are the great challenge in todays networking.
An overview of recent challenges for the network security in
context of software-deﬁned networks are highlighted in [2].
The centralized control of SDN can beneﬁt in enforcing security strategies but the lack of the models makes this problem
challenging [3]. When speaking of network security more precisely we can discuss three problems: integrity, availability and
conﬁdentiality. The integrity assumes no data is corrupt due to
internal or external events or missconﬁguration. Conﬁguration
errors can lead to network partioning or misbehaving. For
example, this can arise when multiple users write conﬂicting
forwarding rules to OpenFlow switches. This problem was
in the focus of research in [10] where authors propose a
model checking-based approach to solve such inconsistencies.
The availability property means that data is available when
is needed. At some extent this property is achieved by load
balancing in SDN [12]. The conﬁdentiality considers that
secret data cannot be inferred by the attacker. This policy
can be imposed using access control lists, encryption etc. The
recent research in this direction is represented by works on
access control list introduction to SDN [11]. We will focus in
our work in conﬁdentiality.
The conﬁdentiality property can be seen in a broad sense
but we focus our attention to the end-to-end conﬁdentiality
where we must ensure that conﬁdential data is not inferred by
the attacker or unintentionally. The conﬁdentiality is hard to
achieve even if the system under consideration is not exposed
to attacks and we consider insecurities arised form unintentional bugs in implementation. The support for conﬁdentiality
checking must be integrated in every high-level language for
programming networks. The conﬁdentiality at some extent can
be achieved when network resources are separated from each
other in slices [5], however, slices are rather isolate part of the
network than check conﬁdentiality.
There is an extensive work on semantic foundations of
networking programming languages which can provide a solid
basis for reasoning about networks. One of the ﬁrst attemps
is Frenetic [6] language which provide abstractions for SDN
programming and means for combining these abstractions in a
meningful and consistent way. The NetKAT [7] project deﬁne
such a semantic which can prove reachability in networks and
address several security properties at once but the decision
procedure for this formalism has PSPACE complexity. On the
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other hand the conﬁdentiality property was investigated for
programming languages [1] and implemented for model [14]
and industry-level languages [13]. This approach is based on
rigorous semantic rules which impose restrictions for information ﬂows in programming languages. The main idea is not to
isolate ﬂows belonging to various slices but allow the network
be organized in such a way that different security levels can
be used for identifying ﬂows. In our model all hosts can have
security levels and proposed type system automatically decides
whether the ﬂow is secure.
II.

I NFORMATION S ECURITY M ODEL FOR SDN

A. Security models for programming languages
The last two decades showed an increasing interest to
security problems in programming languages since there are
many critical applications in military, ﬁnance, web, medical
and many other systems. Traditional programming languages
does not have means to preserve conﬁdentiality on a solid
basis. Such a solid basis can be achieved using formal methods
based on rigorous semantics. Language-based formalisms for
enforcing information ﬂow security are appealing tools for
tackling this challenge.
The ﬁrst look to the conﬁdentiality is to enforce isolation
mechanisms for different security levels. This can not be
recognized as a satisfactory approach since programmers tend
to open communication channels across isolation boundaries.
Information-ﬂow control allow to analyze such a ﬁne-grained
policies deﬁning security semantics for programming languages. Once deﬁned and incorporated to the programming
language such a semantic can help to prevent insecure information ﬂows. The key property of a secure information
ﬂow is noninterference which essentialy means that a variation
of conﬁdential variable does not cause a variation of public
variable. In our context we deﬁne noninterference as a policy
where conﬁdential network ﬂows does not produce any effect
on non-conﬁdential.
Static and dynamic language-based security analysis is
approved in many areas: mobile programs [17], data bases [18],
hardware design [15] and web programming [16]. In this
work we try to apply similar approach to a broad domain of
software-deﬁned networks.
B. Software-Deﬁned Network Model
The main idea behind software-deﬁned network approach
is separation of data and control planes of the network. The
data plane, or forwarding plane, main responsibility is to
do operations on packets arriving to inbound interface. The
set of operations can be very rich but the basic ones are:
forward to a speciﬁc switch interface, drop, update packet
headers and many others. The control plane decides when such
operations must take place. It must maintain a network state
and provide necessary functionality such as calculate routes,
support security and install forwarding rules to switches.
Thus, the central entity of a software-deﬁned network is a
managed switch which partition the network to multiple logical
networks and provide a common programming interface. Such
a switch represent a commodity hardware device which comply
to the OpenFlow switch speciﬁcation [9]. The OpenFlow
switch is a main component of data plane of the network.
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The controller is a principal component of the network
control plane which orchestrates OpenFlow switches. Thus,
the controller must be connected to a switch through a secure
channel [8]. The controller collect information about network
trafﬁc, state of the links, interfaces and other events. Aggregating this information helps the controller to maintain network
state. Based on this state the controller makes decisions and
install forwarding rules to OpenFlow switches using OpenFlow
protocol. The controller can implement various applications
such as learning switch, a ﬁrewall, access control system and
many others. The OpenFlow standard does not impose any
restrictions to the controller or switch architecture, it rather
specify the interface between a switch and a controller.
The OpenFlow switch contains a set of physical or logical
ports which are the interfaces for passing packets between
the switch and the network. According to OpenFlow speciﬁcation [9] the OpenFlow switch consists of an OpenFlow
channel, one or more ﬂow tables, a group table. The OpenFlow
channel is used for managing the switch by the controller and
to pass relevant data about the trafﬁc under management to the
controller. Forwarding and processing packets is implemented
by the means provided by ﬂow tables. The controller can
add, update and modify ﬂow entries in the ﬂow tables of the
switch. Such an entry consists of match ﬁelds, counters and
a set of instructions to apply to matching packets. The group
table enables for a switch additional methods of forwarding by
representing a set of ports as a single entity. Thus, group tables
does not represent a fundamentally different abstraction and
can be modelled via ﬂow tables. We exclude group tables out
of our consideration making our model as simple as possible.
Each arriving packet is matched to ﬂow table entries
starting from the ﬁrst one. If the match is found then the
instructions associated with this ﬂow entry are executed. If the
packet mismatched to each table entry the outcome depends on
the table-miss ﬂow entry. Such a packet can be passed to the
controller, dropped or handed to next ﬂow table. In our work
we will assume that the packet is passed to the controller..
The standard [9] proposes a set of instructions which
describe packet forwarding, modiﬁcation or a group table processing. Switch designers are free in implementation decisions
of ﬂow entry instructions provided that the semantics of the
instructions are preserved. Flow entries are removed from the
switch either a request from a controller, ﬂow entry expiry
mechanism or the optional switch eviction mechanism.
Counters are the variables which contains statistical information about ﬂow, for example, received bytes, packets, packet
lookups, packets matches etc.
Let us consider a set of instructions which can be executed
if a packet is matched to a ﬂow table entry. The standard
proposes instructions some of which are required to implement
by switch designers and the rest are optional instructions.
The action list is associated with each packet during packet
processing pipeline. The actions are executed in order speciﬁed
by the list and are applied immediately to the packet. We
consider only the following actions:
•

Output. This action speciﬁes the port to which the
associated packet will be forwarded.
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•

Drop. The packet can be discarded from the network
using this action.

•

Set (optional). The set action allows to modify packet
header ﬁelds, such as IP and MAC addresses, various
tags etc.

•

Delete. This action deletes ﬂow entries according to a
match.

Summarizing, the controller implements speciﬁc network
applications. There are many of them. For example, the
controller can implement a simple hub application where it
installs such forwarding rules to a switch where the incoming
packet is ﬂooded to all switch ports except ingress port. Other
applications include learning switch, where controller learns
what subnets are reachable from different switch ports and
install forwarding rules in such a manner that incoming packet
goes to a port from which it destination host is reachable,
otherwise it is ﬂooded. The controller can implement various
security checking policies, for example, allowing to forward
packet from authenticated hosts and dropping packets from
other hosts.

1
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2

3
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10.0.0.3
10.0.1.1

We limit us in considering only listed actions trying to
capture the most relevant OpenFlow processing features and
not to overwhelm the model.
Thus, we can limit our model to the following. Upon
receiving incoming packet p the controller emits an ordered list
of match ﬁelds each of which paired with an action. This list
is installed to the switch. We assume that initialy the controller
default miss-match action is to send the packet to the controller.

10.0.2.1

10.0.0.1

10.0.2.2
10.0.1.2

high host
low host
OpenFlow switch
Fig. 1.

Sample network with high and low security hosts

{h1 : high, . . . , hn : high}
 f orall(h1 , . . . , hn ) : high}

(2)

{h1 , . . . , hn : ∃hi : high}
 exists(h1 , . . . , hn ) : high

(3)

If the set of hosts is homogenous, so all the hosts have the
same security levels, then predicate f orall can be typed and
the type value is the same as the type of any host in the set.
For the network depicted at the Fig. 1 the following holds:
f orall({10.0.0.1, 10.0.1.2}) : low,
f orall({10.0.0.2, 10.0.2.1}) : high

C. End-to-end Security Model

but

We will consider a simple model for a software-deﬁned
network. We will assume that a network consists of endpoints
or hosts which generate data trafﬁc and a set of uniﬁed
intermediate nodes forwarding trafﬁc. These forwarding devices are OpenFlow switches implementing capabilities listed
in previous section. There is a single node representing a
controller application which is connected to all the switches
of the network and manage switches.

can not be typed. This predicate isolates high and low security
hosts. On the other hand the exists predicate is high only if
there exists a host in the set of hosts which type is high. For
example, exists({10.0.0.2, 10.0.1.1}) : high. This predicate
can not be typed as low and our further discussion shows that
we only need to capture a possibility to reach a high security
host.

Since the controller application gather all the information
about network under management we can assume that the
security level of each endpoint is known. The security level can
be revealed using some kind of a protocol or can be deﬁned
ad-hoc. For the sake of simplicity we will assume that there
are two kinds of endpoints: high security and low security
hosts. Since a host is identiﬁed by the IP address we can
think that the controller can map the space of IP addresses
of the network under management into a security level. We
will denote a security level of a host h as h : low or h : high.
The network itself or its subnets aggregates hosts with
different security levels. We will deﬁne security predicates
exists and f orall which will have security types for a set
of hosts {h1 , . . . , hn }:
{h1 : low, . . . , hn : low}
 f orall(h1 , . . . , hn ) : low
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f orall({10.0.1.2, 10.0.2.1})

Each ﬂow table entry contains a matching ﬁeld. This
ﬁeld is a predicate which partions a set of all ﬂows through
the network. The standard [9] proposes that matching ﬁeld
is a conjunctive predicate with each conjunct can impose
conditions on different parts of the packet header. Each ﬂow
has a source and a destination host. Thus, a matching ﬁeld
can be modelled as a pair match = (matchsrc , matchdst ),
where matchsrc is a template for matching source host of the
packet and matchdst is a template for matching destination
host. We deﬁne functions src and dst which map a matching
ﬁeld to the set of source and destination hosts respectively
which evaluate the matching ﬁeld to be true. For example,
src(10.0.0.X) = {10.0.0.1, 10.0.0.2, 10.0.0.3}. If the controller gathers all the information about network hosts then
the security type of considered predicates can be effectively
computed.
The next part of the model is a packet processing context.
When the Openﬂow switch can not match the packet to any
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ﬂow table entry the switch can forward the packet to the
controller. The controller can examine header ﬁelds of the
packet speciﬁcally IP address/MAC or any other identifying
header ﬁeld and determine which host emitted the packet.
The security type of this host imply the processing context of
the packet. The processing context deﬁned in a straighforward
way:
 f orall(src(pkt)) : pc
[pc]  pkt

(4)

So the packet processing context pc agrees with the security
type of the source host which originally emitted the packet.
We consider a packet processing context as a ﬁrst action in
the instruction list emitted by the controller.
If the controller decides to emit Output(port) action paired
with a matching condition match, then it can be typed as
following:
 exists(dst(match)) : high  exists(portset) : high
[high]  match × Output(port)
(5)
 f orall(src(match)) : low
[low]  match × Output(port)

(6)

We denote as portset a set of hosts reachable from port
of the switch where the Output action will forward packets.
The reachability here is assumed in a broad fashion, i.e. if
there are links that form path from the port to a host then the
host is in the set portset. The deﬁnition of the portset imply
a strict condition on reachability, because the existence of a
such path does not guarantee that packets emitted from the
port can effectively reach the host from the portset. Some of
them, for example, may be dropped at an intermediate switch
of the path. Here we try to capture a potential reachability. The
set portset can be effectively computed since the controller
collects information about network graph.
The result of Output(port) typization depends heavily on
matching condition. If this condition forwards trafﬁc to high
security hosts, then there must be a high security host reachable
from the port. In this case the security context of Output(port)
is high. If the source of the trafﬁc is a low security host,
then it can be forwarded anywhere and the security context of this action is low. The Output(port) action can not
be typed if match condition speciﬁes that trafﬁc from high
security hosts must be forwarded to low security host. In
such a case f orall(src(match)) can not be typed as low and
exists(dst(match)) can not be typed as high implying that
premises for both rules does not hold.
The Drop action can be typed as following:
 f orall(src(match)) : pc
[pc]  match × Drop

(7)

For the Drop action we strictly isolate ﬂows of different
security levels, that is, if the ﬂow originates from a low security
host then its packets can be dropped in a low context, otherwise
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the context is high. Such a typization prevents high security
packet processing context to install drop rules to the switch
such that the rules drop low security packets. Violation of
such a behaviour can lead to a covert channel when low
security hosts discover that high security host installs such
a drop rule. Setting low type to the Drop rule ensures that low
security packet processing context can install a drop rule which
affects only low security ﬂows. Non-interference property
holds even if we allow a low security packet processing context
to drop high security ﬂows since no information about high
security ﬂows can not be inferred. Discarding such a behaviour
guarantee integrity for high security hosts at some extent.
For the Set(pattern) action we propose the following rules:
 f orall(src(match)) : low  f orall(src(pattern)) : low
[low]  match × Set(pattern)
(8)
 f orall(src(match)) : high
 f orall(dst(match)) : high
 f orall(dst(pattern)) : high
 f orall(src(pattern)) : high
[high]  match × Set(pattern)

(9)

The ﬁrst rule guarantees that any low security ﬂow can not
become a high security ﬂow by changing the source address
of the packet. Imposing such a condition we achieve a certain
level of integrity since a low packet can not start to be a high
packet and become a reason for a controller to inﬂuence to
other high security ﬂows. The second rule assures that a high
security ﬂow stays a high security ﬂow making sure that there
is no information leak to the low security plane.
The security type of the Delete action can be inferred using
the following rules:
 f orall(dst(match)) : high
[high]  match × Delete

(10)

 f orall(src(match)) : low
[low]  match × Delete

(11)

These two rules guarantee that the eviction of ﬂows from
the switch is done in the respective security context.
Actions are combined to the list starting with packet
processing context virtual action using the next typing rule:
[pc]  A [pc]  B
[pc]  A; B

(12)

Proposed rules constitues a security-type system which describes what security type must be assigned to a list of actions.
This list of actions is formed by a controller in response to a
packet incoming from the switch. The packet itself speciﬁes the
ﬁrst action in the list called packet processing context. If the
whole list is typable using proposed security-type system then
the list ensures non-interference between ﬂows of different
security levels and some level of integrity which states that low
security ﬂows can not be a reason for dropping high security
packets.
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III.

E XAMPLE A PPLICATION OF THE M ODEL

We consider a learning switch application as an example.
The switches in the network initially have no ﬂow entries
and forward incoming packets to the controller. The controller
examines each packet and stores in the internal database the
source address of the packet along with the port from where
it is received. The port and packet headers are forwared to the
controller as an OpenFlow packet in message. The next time
the switch receives the packet destined to the address that was
learned earlier, the controller can infer the port to which the
packet must be forwarded. If the port can not be determined
then the packet is ﬂooded to all the switch ports.
Algorithm 1 Learning switch algorithm
1: pkt ← packet arrived to the controller
2: port ← from which port pkt received
3: if ﬁnd(src(pkt)) is null then
4:
push (src(pkt), port)
5: end if
6: f port ← ﬁnd(dst(pkt))
7: if f port is null then
8:
for all switch port i other than port do
9:
emit (src(pkt),dst(pkt))×Output(i)
10:
end for
11: else
12:
emit (src(pkt), dst(pkt))×Output(f port)
13:
emit (dst(pkt), src(pkt))×Output(port)
14: end if

•

(10.0.0.2, 10.0.2.1) × Output(1)
(10.0.0.2, 10.0.2.1) × Output(3)
(10.0.0.2, 10.0.2.1) × Output(4)
The ﬁrst instruction installs the rule which forwards all
packets from high security host 10.0.0.2 to a low security host
10.0.0.1. Let us try to discover a security type of packet pkt
processing.
First, by the rule 2 we can infer that
10.0.0.2 : high
 f orall({10.0.0.2}) : high
Since src(pkt) = {10.0.0.2} using rule 4 the following
holds
 f orall({10.0.0.2}) : high
[high]  pkt
Next, we should discover the type of
(10.0.0.2, 10.0.2.1) × Output(1). Let us
match = (10.0.0.2, 10.0.2.1), src(match) =
dst(match) = {10.0.2.1} and the portset =
Thus,

The simple algorithm for the learning switch is shown as
Algorithm 1. The input data for the algorithm is an incoming
packet pkt and the port port from which it has been received.
The controller maintains an internal database which can be implemented as a hash which supports the following operations:
•

a packet receipt. The security ﬂaw arises even when the ﬁrst
packet travels from any high security host. For example, if the
host 10.0.0.2 sends a packet pkt to the host 10.0.2.1, then the
following list of rules will be emitted by the controller to the
switch 1 according to the lines 8–10 of the Algorithm 1:

 exists(src(match)) : high
but

 exists(portset) : high

push(address, port). The operation creates a mapping
between the address and the port in the internal
database.
ﬁnd(address). This is a query to the database which
returns port number associated with address and null
if there is no such an association;

There is a emit operator in our language which appends
the action to the list of instructions destined to the switch. The
list is sent to the switch when the algorithm is stopped. Then
we can analyze the list and ﬁnd if it is secure or not.
The Algorithm 1 checks whether a mapping between a
source address of pkt and port exists and writes such an
association if not in lines 3–5. Then we try to ﬁnd if we
have learned the port to which we can forward the packet pkt
(line 6). If no such a port exists then we ﬂood the packet to
all ports except ingress port (lines 8–10). Otherwise, we emit
forwarding rules which set up a duplex channel between source
and destination hosts of the packet (lines 12–13). We assume
that entries responsible for ﬂooding packets are eventually will
be evicted from switches and replaced by direct forwarding
entries.
Recall a network from Fig. 1. Assume that the controller
database is empty and there is no forwarding rules at switches,
so each switch sends a packet in message to the controller upon
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the action
denote as
{10.0.0.2},
{10.0.0.1}.

 f orall({10.0.0.2}) : low
so the premises for the rule 5 does not hold.
Likewise,

 ∀(src(match)) : low

hence we can not infer the only premise for the rule 6. Thus,
the considered action can not be typed, so the whole list can
not be typed.
The Algorithm 2 proposes an enhanced version of the
learning switch. This version is free from many security leaks
but let us analyze it formally. The algorithms breaks into two
parts. The ﬁrst one is represented by lines 8–19 where packets
from low sources are processed. If the output port can not
be identiﬁed, then the packet is ﬂooded to all ports of the
switch (lines 9–11), otherwise forwarding rules are installed
to the switch. This rules include one which redirects packet
pkt to the destination host (line 13 and the other which either
creates a channel with the opposite direction (line 15) or set
the action to Drop if the opposite forwarding rule forms a
route from high host to low host (line 17). The second part of
the algorithm process packets from high sources (lines 21–31).
If the destination for such a high packet is a low host, then
we drop the packet (line 22). If the controller does not ﬁnd
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Algorithm 2 Secure learning switch algorithm
1: pkt ← packet arrived to the controller
2: port ← from which port pkt received
3: if ﬁnd(src(pkt)) is null then
4:
push(src(pkt), port)
5: end if
6: f port ←ﬁnd(dst(pkt))
7: if src(pkt):low then
8:
if fport is null then
9:
for all switch port i other than port do
10:
emit (src(pkt), dst(pkt))×Output(i)
11:
end for
12:
else
13:
(src(pkt), dst(pkt))×Output(f port)
14:
if (dst(pkt):low) then
15:
emit (dst(pkt), src(pkt))×Output(port)
16:
else
17:
emit (dst(pkt), src(pkt))×Drop
18:
end if
19:
end if
20: else
21:
if dst(pkt):low then
22:
emit (src(pkt), dst(pkt))×Drop
23:
else
24:
if f port is null then
25:
for all switch port i other than port and exists(i) :
high do
26:
emit (src(pkt), dst(pkt))×Output(i)
27:
end for
28:
else
29:
emit (src(pkt), dst(pkt))×Output(f port)
30:
emit (dst(pkt), src(pkt))×Output(port)
31:
end if
32:
end if
33: end if

the port to forward the packet, then the packet is ﬂooded but
only to high ports (lines 25–27), otherwise forwarding rules
are installed (lines 29–30).
Let us show how security properties of the Algorithm 2 can
be proved. If condition at the line 8 is true then the following
holds for lines 8–19 by the rule 1:
{src(pkt) : low}
 f orall(src(pkt)) : low

[low]  pkt [low]  (src(pkt), dst(pkt)) × Output(i)
[low]  pkt; (src(pkt), dst(pkt)) × Output(i)
Thus, the whole list of emitted actions is typed and these
actions are safe.
Assume f port is not null, then controller emits action at
the line 13 which is safety can be ensured using the same
inference as in ﬂooding case above. The second action of the
list depends on security type of dst(pkt). If it is low, then the
action at the line 15 is emitted. The security type of the action
is the following:
match = (dst(pkt), src(pkt))
{src(match) : low}
 f orall(src(match)) : low

f orall(src(match)) : low
 [low]  (src(pkt), dst(pkt)) × Output(port)

(rule 6)

Thus, the security type of all emitted actions agree, so the
whole list can be typed as low. If dst(pkt) is high (line 17)
then only the following can be inferred:
match = (dst(pkt), src(pkt))
{src(match) : high}
 f orall(src(match)) : high

(rule 2)

 f orall(src(match)) : high
[high]  match × Drop

(rule 7)

This means that the security type of the Drop action from
the line 17 does not agree with the security type of previous
actions and packet processing context which are low. Thus, the
Drop action can not be considered safe. Indeed, low packets
must not trigger dropping packets originated from high security
hosts. If we carefully examine the code, we will see that such
a drop is made at line 22 when the packet processing context
is high. Hence, we can remove line 17 from our algorithm
without harming learning switch functionality.
If the packet pkt is originated from a high security host
then the Algorithm 2 proceeds to lines 21–31. The packet
processing context is now high:

And by the rule 4:
 f orall(src(pkt)) : low
[low]  pkt
Assume f port is null, then the packet must be ﬂooded
to all ports except port (lines 9–11). So, the controller emits
packet out messages which can be typed using inference rule 6:
 f orall(src(pkt)) : low
[low]  (src(pkt), dst(pkt)) × Output(i)

{src(pkt) : high}
 f orall(src(pkt)) : high

(rule 2)

 f orall(src(pkt)) : high
[high]  pkt

(rule 4)

Then three possibilities can occur:
1)

Either a Drop action is emitted (line 22):
match = (src(pkt), dst(pkt))
 f orall(src(match)) : high
[high]  match × Drop

Applying rule 12:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

(rule 1)
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2)

Or packet is ﬂooded using a list of Output actions
(lines 25–27):
 exists(i) : high (condition in line 25)
match = (src(pkt), dst(pkt))
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[10]

C ONCLUSION

Security of software-deﬁned networks is challenging. There
is a lack of formal models for making security analysis
for software-deﬁned networks and the paper proposes such
an approach which is based on formal security-type system.
This system ensures that the controller application does not
violate security properties such as conﬁdentiality and, at some
extent, integrity. The security system can be implemented as a
software module of the controller and check security properties
online.
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